
Next Girl                
 

Choreography: Sarah Rohrbach 
Level: intermediate, phrased   A 64    B 64    Tag 16 
Music: Carly Pearce - Next Girl   A-B-Tag-A-B-A-B 
 
Part A 
 
Side, Touch l, Side, Touch r, Grapevine r, Touch l 
1,2 RF step right, set LF down next to RF 
3,4 LF step to the left, place RF next to LF 
5.6 RF step right, cross LF behind RF 
7.8 RF step right, set LF down next to RF 
 
Side, Touch r, Side, Touch l, Slide, Stomp r, Stomp up r 
1,2 LF step to the left, place RF next to LF 
3.4 RF step right, set LF down next to RF 
5.6 LF long step to the left 
7.8 Stomp RF next to the LF, stamp RF next to the LF, weight at the end on the LF 
 
Rock Back r, Step r, Touch Twice l, Kick r, Kick l, Flick Back r, Stomp r 
1,2 Step hopped backwards with the RF, lift LF a little, weight back on the LF 
3.4 Step forward on RF, touch left toe behind RF, briefly raise LF again and touch again behind RF 
5.6 Set down LF, kick RF forward, set down RF and kick LF forward 
7.8 Set down the LF, let the RF bounce up to the rear and then stamp the RF next to the LF 
 
Side rock ½ Turn r, Side rock cross l, Scuff r 
1,2 RF step right, raise LF slightly, weight back on LF 
3.4 ½ Turn right, set LF down next to the RF 
5.6 LF step left, lift RF slightly, return weight to RF 
7.8 LF cross in front of RF, RF strong floor stripe forward 
 
Weave r, Slide r, Rock Back l 
1.2 RF step right, cross LF behind RF 
3.4 RF step right, cross LF before RF 
5.6 RF long step to the right 
7,8 Step back with left, lift RF a little bit, weight back on the RF 
 
Weave l, Slide l, Rock Back r 
1,2 LF step left, cross RF behind LF 
3.4 LF step left, cross RF in front of RF 
5.6 LF long step to the left 
7,8 Step back with right, lift LF a little, weight back on LF 
 
Monterey Turn ½ r, Monterey Turn ½ r 
1.2 touch right toe right, ½ turn right and place RF next to LF 
3.4 Touch left foot tip on left side, place LF next to RF 
5,6,7,8 as in previous steps 1,2,3,4 
 
 



 
Flip Side r, Stomp r, ½ Turn l, Kick l, Kick r, Touch l, ½ Turn l, Stomp r 
1.2 Let RF bounce up to the right, while tapping the foot with your right hand, stamp RF in front 
3,4 ½ Left turn on both balls of foot, kick LF forward 
5.6 Kick RF forward, place left foot on back 
7.8 ½ Turn left, while putting the LF down, stamp RF next to the LF 
 
Part B 
 
Diagonal step back r, Hook l, Diagonal step back l, Hook r, Diagonal step back r,Scoot Twice ½ Turn 
l, Kick l 
1,2 RF jump diagonally backwards and set LF diagonally forward, cross LF in front of the right knee 
3,4 LF jump diagonally backwards and set RF diagonally forward, cross RF in front of the left knee 
5,6 RF jump diagonally backwards and set LF diagonally forward, ¼ left turn hopped, crossing the LF 
in front of the right knee 
7,8 ¼ Left turn hopped, crossing the LF in front of the right knee, kick LF forward 
 
Kick r, Kick l, Step l, Flick Back r, Kick l, Step L, Twice Flick Back r, Step Back r, Stomp Together 
1.2 Kick RF forward, set RF down, kick LF forward 
3.4 Cross LF in front of RF, let LF jump up to the rear, set down RF, kick LF forward 
5.6 Cross LF in front of the RF, let LF bounce up to the back, jump back a little on the LF, the RF 
remains upright at the back 
7.8 Jump backwards with the RF and kick the LF forward, stomp with both feet side by side 
 
Diagonal step back r, Hook l, Diagonal step back l, Hook r, Diagonal step back r,Scoot Twice ½ Turn 
l, Kick l 
1,2 RF jump diagonally backwards and set LF diagonally forward, cross LF in front of the right knee 
3,4 LF jump diagonally backwards and set RF diagonally forward, cross RF in front of the left knee 
5,6 RF jump diagonally backwards and set LF diagonally forward, ¼ left turn hopped, crossing the LF 
in front of the right knee 
7,8 ¼ Left turn hopped, crossing the LF in front of the right knee, kick LF forward 
 
Kick r, Kick l, Step l, Flick Back r, Kick l, Step L, Twice Flick Back r, Step Back r, Stomp Together 
1.2 Kick RF forward, set RF down, kick LF forward 
3.4 Cross LF in front of RF, let LF jump up to the rear, set down RF, kick LF forward 
5.6 Cross LF in front of the RF, let LF bounce up to the back, jump back a little on the LF, the RF 
remains upright at the back 
7.8 Jump backwards with the RF and kick the LF forward, stomp with both feet side by side 
 
Rocking Chair ¼ Turn r, Rocking Chair ¼ Turn r 
1,2 Step forward with right, lift LF a little, weight back on LF 
3,4 ¼ Turn right and step backwards with right, raise Lf a little, weight back on LF 
3,4 Step forward with right, lift LF a little, weight back on LF 
7,8 ¼ Turn right and step backwards with right, lift Lf a little, weight back on the LF 
 
Rocking Chair ¼ Turn r, Rocking Chair ¼ Turn r 
1,2 Step forward with right, lift LF a little, weight back on LF 
3,4 ¼ Turn right and step backwards with right, raise Lf a little, weight back on LF 
3,4 Step forward with right, lift LF a little, weight back on LF 
7,8 ¼ Turn right and step backwards with right, lift Lf a little, weight back on the LF 
 
 
 



Grapevine r, Touch l, Rolling Vine l, Scuff r 
1.2 RF step right, cross LF behind RF 
3.4 Step right to right side, place left foot diagonally beside RF 
5,6 ¼ Left turn and LF forward, ½ Left turn, thereby the RF step back 
7,8 ¼ Left turn, while turning the LF to the left, RF strong floor scraper forward 
 
Vaudeville r, Vaudeville l 
1.2 Cross RF over LF, LF small step to the left 
3,4 set right heel diagonally in front and place RF next to the LF 
5.6 Cross LF over RF, RF small step to the right 
7,8 put left heel diagonally in front and set LF down next to the RF 
 
Tag 
 
Toe strut r, toe strut l, toe strut r, toe strut l 
1,2 put right toe on front, put right heel down 
3,4 put left toe on front, put left heel on 
5,6 put right toe on front, put right heel down 
7,8 put left toe on front, put left heel on 
 
Rocking Chair r, Pivot Turn ½ r, Pivot Turn ½ r 
1,2 Step forward with the RF, lift LF slightly, weight back on the LF 
3,4 Step backwards with the RF, lift LF slightly, weight back on the LF 
5.6 Step forward with right, ½ Turn left on both bales, weight at the end on the LF 
7.8 Step forward with right, ½ Turn left on both bales, weight at the end on the LF 
 


